Abstract Unreported dielectrics based on the binary system of MgO-SiO 2 were investigated as potential candidates for microwave dielectric applications, particularly those demanding a high fired density and high quality factors. Extensive dielectric compositions having different molar ratios of MgO to SiO and MgO beyond the 2:1 compositional ratio, which determined the final physical and dielectric properties of the corresponding composite samples. The increase of the ratio of MgO to SiO 2 tended to improve fired density and quality factor (Q) without increasing grain size. As a promising composition, the 5MgO.SiO 2 sample sintered at 1400 o C exhibited a low dielectric constant of 7.9 and a high Q × f (frequency) value of ~99,600 at 13.7 GHz. 
Introduction
Recent developments of millimeter-wave frequency applications such as dielectric resonators, ceramic substrates, waveguides, and antennas have demanded nonconventional dielectric materials that are designed to exhibit unusual dielectric performance.
1) Dielectric materials with extremely high quality factor (Q) and low dielectric constant (k) have been the major concern since those dielectric properties are the primary factors in achieving high selectivity, lowering power dissipation, and reducing the delay time of electronic signal transmission. 
4-11)
Among those candidates, forsterite (2MgO . SiO 2 , Mg 2 SiO 4 ) that has not only the high quality factor but also low dielectric constant seems to be one of the ideal millimeter-wave dielectric materials. There have been several reports on Mg 2 SiO 4 , basically with intention to improve dielectric properties through compositional modification and novel powder processing. 7, 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] The crystalline phases were determined using an x-ray diffractometer (XRD; Rigaku B/Max-2500/PC, Tokyo, Japan) with CuKα radiation. Microstructures of the sintered samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Model S-4200, Hitachi, Nissei Sangyo, Japan). Bulk density was determined by using the Archimedes principle. Microwave dielectric properties of the sintered samples were measured using a network analyzer (Agilent 8720ES, Palo Alto, CA). Dielectric characteristics, such as dielectric constant k and quality factor Q, were determined by the Hakki-Coleman dielectric resonator method in the S 21 transmission mode.
17)
3. Result and discussion 
where I Mg2SiO4 and I MgO are the strongest intensity peaks of the Mg 2 SiO 4 and MgO phases, respectively. These % contents of each phase estimated for all compositions at both temperatures are summarized in Table 1 . These calculated values are actually invariant at both temperatures and are reasonable when each reaction sequence is considered. For example, the relative content of Mg 2 SiO 4 phase was obtained as ~33% in 4MgO
. SiO 2 at both temperatures and the value must be expected from the reaction sequence of 4MgO + SiO 2 = Mg 2 SiO 4 + 2MgO. Note that the molar ratio of Mg 2 SiO 4 to MgO after the reaction is 1:2. Accordingly, the phase development of the MgOSiO 2 system essentially leads to the composite between Mg 2 SiO 4 and MgO and the relative content of each phase in the composite can be easily assumed from the simple in Table 1 . Fig. 4 shows the surface microstructures of the MgOSiO 2 samples sintered at the higher temperature of 1400 o C for 4 h. The microstructural development with increasing sintering temperature can be explained as typical sintering behavior that can be characterized by the temperaturedependant transition from small grains to large ones with accompanying reduction of porosity. Calculated grains sizes for the samples sintered at both temperatures are represented in Table 1 . There was a distinct trend of reducing grain size with increasing the relative content of MgO in the material system at both temperatures. This result may be reasonable because MgO itself is very refractive and hard to be densified in this temperature range of 1300 to 1400 o C. 18, 19) It is likely that MgO acts as a grain growth inhibitor and lead to small grain sizes depending on the content of residual MgO. However, it is still interesting to note that the use of excessive MgO does not create low density or low shrinkage even the overall grain size tends to become smaller. For example, the 5MgO
. SiO 2 sample showed the smallest grain size of 1.6 µm while having the highest relative density of 96.3% at 1400 o C. Fig. 5 shows the variation of microwave dielectric properties, i.e., dielectric constant and Q × f (frequency), for the MgO-SiO 2 samples at both temperatures. Overall dielectric properties of the samples seemed to be promising at the high resonant frequencies > 10 GHz, which can be highlighted specifically with high Q × f values greater than 60,000. Specifically, the dielectric properties of the MgO-SiO 2 system must be understood as determined by respective contributions of Mg 2 SiO 4 and residual MgO as well as the degree of densification. Dielectric constant of the samples apparently increased with increasing the ratio of MgO to SiO 2 . It was difficult to correlate the observed dielectric properties of the composite system in conjunction with the mixing rule of two phases, forsterite and MgO, since the dielectric constant of highly-anisotropic MgO is unknown at GHz. The dielectric constant ~6.6 of the 2:1 composition, i.e., stoichiometric forsterite, is comparable to the reported dielectric constant. 7) Similarly, the Q × f values also tended to be enhanced with increasing the ratio of MgO to SiO 2 . This is an unexpected desirable result, which must be useful in designing microwave devices a higher quality factor. There was no significant difference in dielectric properties between 1300 and 1400 o C except for the 5MgO . SiO 2 sample. As the most promising result, the 5MgO . SiO 2 sample sintered at 1400 o C exhibited a low dielectric constant of 7.9 and a high Q × f value of 99,600 at 13.7 GHz. The TCF value measured was ranged of -30 to -56 ppm/K without a distinct dependence of compositional ratio between forsterite and MgO.
Conclusions
New composite-typed dielectric materials based on the MgO-SiO 2 system were investigated over the extensive compositional range from 2:1 to 5:1. As expected, 2MgO SiO 2 demonstrated a dielectric constant of 7.9 and a Q × f value of 99,600 at 13.7 GHz after sintering at 1400 o C for 4 h.
